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Timeline

Creation of JCB

2019

parallel: establishment of WMO TCs, Research Board
parallel: incorporation of JCOMM Observations, Forecasting into GOOS

JCB-1

May-July 2020
(9 online meetings)

Joint Collaborative Strategy

developed
Sep 2020 - May 2021

Implementation

2021-25
Home of former JCOMM activities

- JCOMM Observations
- JCOMM Data Management
- JCOMM Services

Joint Collaborative Board creates the opportunity for additional connections and activities
Collaborative Strategy
Approaches

- Cooperation in CD and regional approaches
- Collaborating on value chains
- Responding to change
- Meeting service needs
- Standards and best practice
- Communication and engagement
Decision 3.5.5

- WMO-IOC Collaborative Strategy
- JCB Rules of Procedure
  - duties of co-chairs
  - sessions
  - substructures
  - joint secretariat
- Requests JCB to identify and promote **priority implementation** actions